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BACKGROUND
Interacting Galaxies: Galaxy interactions are responsible for some of the most dramatic activity seen in galaxies: stimulating star
formation and high IR luminosities (e.g., Veilleux et al. 2002), driving gas inflows and stimulating heightened AGN activity (e.g., Di
Matteo et al. 2005; Springel et al. 2005), and leading to significant morphological distortions (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2006; Mihos &
Hernquist 1994, 1996).
Modeling a Set of Full interacting Galaxy SEDs: We have measured and modeled the SEDs over 28 wavelength bands from the
UV to the FIR – including Herschel PACS+SPIRE photometry - for 31 interacting galaxies in 14 systems (Lanz et al. 2013). The
sample is drawn from the Spitzer Interacting Galaxy Survey (“SIGS”); the current subset consists of all galaxies for which FIR
Herschel SPIRE observations were publicly available at the initiation of the project (and the full data set are now under analysis.)
Our SEDs combine the Herschel photometry with data from Spitzer, GALEX, Swift UVOT, and 2MASS. While the shapes of the
SEDs are broadly similar across our sample, strongly interacting galaxies typically have more mid-infrared emission relative to
their near-infrared and FIR emission than weakly or moderately interacting galaxies. We modeled the full SEDs to derive host
galaxy star formation rates (SFRs), specific star formation rates (sSFRs), stellar masses, dust temperatures, dust luminosities, and
dust masses. We report increases in the dust luminosity and mass, SFR, and cold (15–25 K) dust temperature as the interaction
progresses from moderately to strongly interacting and between non-interacting and strongly interacting galaxies. We also find
increases in the SFR between weakly and strongly interacting galaxies. In contrast, the sSFR remains unchanged across all the
interaction stages. The ultraviolet photometry is crucial for constraining the age of the stellar population and the SFR, while dust
mass is primarily determined by SPIRE photometry. The SFR derived from the SED modeling agrees well with rates estimated by
proportionality relations that depend on infrared emission.
Hydrodynamic Simulations and Radiative Transfer Calculations: Hydrodynamic simulations of interacting galaxies provide a
means of studying the interaction sequence, and have been tested in two ways: reproducing the (optical) morphological distortions
seen, and tracking the evolving emission. Some simulations are created to reproduce specific systems (e.g., Privon et al. 2013;
Karl et al. 2013), while others compare specific properties of a suite of simulations (e.g., Snyder et al. 2013; Jonsson et al. 2010).
Toomre & Toomre (1972) were the first to systematically model the morphologies of interacting galaxies. Numerous later
simulations, in the same way, trace the mass. But a more detailed comparison includes tracing the emitted light. The SUNRISE
code (Jonsson 2006) does that, propagating the emission of simulated stars and active galactic nuclei (AGN) through a dusty
interstellar medium (ISM) using the hydrodynamic simulations outputs. The original Jonsson et al. (2010) simulations covered a
limited parameter space of the SINGS sample, and found good matches - demonstrating its ability to produce realistic galaxy
SEDs. We have now completed a systematic comparison of the observed and simulated SEDs for interacting galaxies.
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Comparing Observations (red) with Simulations (blue/black)

We created a suite of hydrodynamic simulations with stellar masses comparable to those in our sample of interacting galaxies
using GADGET-3 (Lanz et al. 2013, in prep). Simulated photometry is then calculated using SUNRISE. We have four galaxy
masses interacting in 10 combinations (systems), and four non-interacting reference systems; the SED is calculated for each step
of each interaction, from about 6Gyr before coalescence to 5Gyr after. From a comparison of the simulated and observed SEDs,
we find that the best matches typically originate from same few simulations around the time of coalescence. The best matches
recover infrared luminosity and the star formation rate of the observed systems; the more massive systems preferentially match
SEDs from simulations of more massive galaxies. While the most morphologically distorted systems in our sample are associated
only with simulated SEDs very close to coalescence, other morphological interaction classes match well with SEDs over a wide
range of interaction stages, suggesting that an SED alone is insufficient to identify interaction stage, consistent with the evolution
of the SED and its frequently degenerate appearance in all the simulations. Note that our simulated galaxies were NOT created to
mimic our specific observed systems; rather, we simulate a range of typical interactions and then compare them to our specific
observed interactions to ask the commonalities to the best matched SEDs.

SEDs normalized to KS for the 31 galaxies.
(Interaction stages shown in color)

Measuring Compactness
The best Bayesian fit to the Spitzer IRS spectra of the inner
regions of NGC 4676. The IRS data are shown in red, with
the best fit SED as the black line. The contributions to the
SED from various physical components are shown in
different colors, as follows: HII regions (dashed blue); PDR
regions (solid blue); embedded populations (dotted blue).
Residuals are shown in the bottom panel. The figure is from
Martinez-Galarza (2012).

CONCLUSIONS
Generally Good SED Matches: The best matches between simulations and observations cluster around the period of coalescence;
the constraint in timing is tightest for the most evolved systems; we do not usually find any preference for viewing angle. The best
matches recover IR luminosity and SFR fairly well. More massive (or dustier) systems tend to be well matched by simulations of
the more massive (or dustier) galaxies. We examined the effectiveness of the Dopita et al. (2002) classifications of interaction
stage and found that the most evolved, strongly interacting systems tend to have tightly constrained interaction stages around
coalescence; in contrast, the less strongly interacting classes cover a wide range of interaction stages in their best matches. This
suggests that the SED alone is insufficient to identify the interaction stage. This is supported by our examination of the evolution
of the SEDs in the major merger simulations: The SED is so variable during the coalescence stage that given solely an SED, a
determination of the interaction stage would be difficult, except for systems in the most active interactions stages or having
become a post-merger elliptical.
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Five issues were raised about galaxy SED simulations in the first SUNRISE paper (Jonsson et al. 2010) that used Spitzer IRAC
+MIPS and IRAS data on the SINGS sample of galaxies: (1) lack of adequate treatment of the cold ISM, resulting in FIR data
points well below those observed; (2) small range of galaxy simulations in the original SINGS study; (3) the absence of AGN
treatment in SUNRISE; (4) treatment of dust grains; and (5) time averaging approximations. Our current study directly addresses
the first four (details forthcoming in Lanz et al. 2013 in prep): (1) We ran each simulation using two SUNRISE treatments for the
ISM, a default version and one that took better account of cold dust. We found with the latter that in the colder systems we
obtained improvement over the original Jonsson SEDs, however in warmer systems it was a worse fit. (2) We simulated 10
interacting systems (31 galaxies) in three interacting stages, and found good if variously imperfect results in all cases. (3&4) We
make first-order estimates of the AGN contributions by disabling the calculations, and vary the dust treatment with LMC and SMC
grains versus MW dust.

The ratio of the SFR over the last 10 Myr and the SFR
over the last100 Myr for the 31 Lanz 2013 galaxies,
plotted against the compactness as derived from our
Bayesian fitting method. Values have been derived
from the peaks of the PDFs for each parameter. The
datapoints are colored according to the interaction stage
as follows: red diamonds for stage 2, yellow diamonds
for stage 3, and blue diamonds for stage 4. The trend
with SFR10/SFR100 is clear, and a weaker trend with
interaction stage is also seen. (The typical uncertainties
in the values are shown by the cross in the lower right
corner.)
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Hydrodynamic Simulations and SUNRISE –calculated SEDs

Comparing an observation, a simulation, and their SEDs
Figure 10: Comparison of simulated interactions to the pair
NGC 3395/3396. Top left: The system shown in the same color
scheme as Figure 1. Top right: The UV-FIR SED of the system:
the red points correspond to the observed data; the dashed line
shows the computed SED for the simulation matched with
morphology (figure in bottom left); the solid line shows the best
matched simulated SED independent of morphology (figure in
bottom right).

A Herschel PACS+SPIRE color-color plot of simulated and
observed interacting galaxies. The 14 observed systems are the
red diamonds. The colors of every stage of the interactions of
the 14 simulations are plotted as green squares (cold dust ISM
version) and purple crosses (nominal dust ISM case). (A
graybody with β = 2 fits the observed points; a graybody with β
= 1.5 marks the right-hand edge of the green/red locus, and a
blackbody (β = 0 ) passes through the center of the green locus.

Analyzing the
simulated SUNRISE SEDs:
Each point
represents one epoch in a simulation of an interaction, of which
we have 14 variants. The points are color coded by time relative
to coalescence of the nuclei. The figure plots the SFR calculated
from the resulting SEDs (using a Kennicut relation to convert
from the FIR luminosity) versus the simulation SFR parameters.
We tentatively find two SFR ‘sequences’. Before coalescence,
the SED-computed SFR is in excellent agreement with the
simulation. After coalescence it predicts a larger SFR than the
simulation even as that rate declines in time, indicating a
consistently warmer ISM than expected.
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